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With the growing competition in the telecommunications market, competition 
between communications companies return to their roots on the bottom is the talent 
competition. Telecommunications companies invest a lot of manpower, material and 
financial resources for training, but in the process of personnel training is always 
needed in the face of knowledge transmission range is limited, difficult to concentrate 
personnel, training costs and other practical difficulties. With the widespread 
popularity of the Internet, the rapid development of network technology to solve these 
difficulties, distance education become choice. However, the remote education 
software development is currently in its infancy, with the deepening of the 
development of this technology, it requires a better, more sophisticated software 
systems to the remote education were to go, which gives software designers put 
forward higher ground design requirements. 
While the actual demand for communications companies design online training 
and exam integrated information management system to achieve the goal of distance 
learning and testing students, from training to the exam process information 
management standardization, scientific and networking. Training management to 
make use of computer, networking and advanced data processing equipment, large 
amounts of data quickly into the computer, these data will be scientific management, 
publishing multimedia courses for school staff, arranged for the participants through 
the network online testing, student online real-time search for a course content, 
curriculum application. To provide enterprises with a truly convenient training and 
examination management system platform to address the difficulties faced by 

















Based on J2EE architecture, using Java language, Ajax technology, JSP 
technology to store data ORACLE database as a tool to design and implement an 
online training and examination system. System mainly covers resource management, 
my staff, I want to learn, to find knowledge, elective center, I want to share, 
evaluation and management module. Solves the training courses to choose a single, 
lack of training autonomous problem employee, elective Center features easy to 
understand the dynamics of the current employees within the industry popular 
knowledge and curriculum, and to achieve an online application procurement, 
companies can master the staff training needs of real-time dynamic, analysis of the 
course of study, personal training and exam statistics, various departments learning 
statistics, provide the basis for decision-making staff capacity development. Through 
online knowledge sharing, mutual assistance in the internal formation of a good range 
of studies to provide staff with expertise display their stage. 
The thesis with the software engineering in the design of the main line, describes 
in detail the system business process, each function module requirements and non 
functional module needs to realize the system software architecture design, network 
deployment structure design, functional design and database structure design, etc.. 
And the realization of the process management, each function module interface layout, 
and the function of each module of the functional testing and performance testing, 
analysis of test results, gradually improve the system. Put into use online training and 
examination system, accelerate the standardization of enterprise management and 
standardized management, and constantly improve the whole enterprise employees 
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